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Introduction

Y chromosome fulfills several important functions that have been understudied outside of 

model organisms. Due to inherent assembly difficulties, high repeat content, and large 

ampliconic regions, mammalian Y chromosomes are rarely included in the genomic analysis 

[1-3]. More specifically, the lack of a high quality dog Y chromosome genome prevents our 

complete understanding of canid genome function and evolution.

To facilitate the assembly of such complicated genomic territory, we used unamplified flow 

sorted Y chromosome, and combined sequencing outputs of two different high throughput 

technologies following Kuderna et al. [1]. This approach yields a highly continuous assembly 

of the dog Y chromosome. It constitutes a significant improvement over comparable previous 

methods, increasing continuity and simplifying the assembly of extremely large and repetitive 

genomes [1].
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Goal

Our goal was to use a novel methodology

(modified from Kuderna et al. [1]) to produce a

de novo dog Y chromosome reference genome.

Applications

Despite the whole genome been constructed and annotated for a female dog (CanFam3.1)[9], the dog Y chromosome reference genome is still not available. 

Reference Y chromosome sequence for dog will prove most valuable in the future in various research areas connected to canids such as (i) importance of paternal 

lineages in the domestication process of dog, (ii) development of genetic markers used to study male-specific dispersal and population genetics in canids and (iii) 

evaluation of sex bias during hybridization in natural populations.
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Fig. 1 – Flow-

karyogram of a dog

genome. The different

clusters correspond to

different chromosomes.

The black circle delimits

the cluster

corresponding to the Y

chromosome used for

this project.

Fig. 2 – Whole-genome amplification was performed

using Qiagen REPLI-g Single Cell Kit.
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Flow-sorting (Fig. 1)
• 90 000 individual Y chromosomes

• beagle lung fibroblast cell line 

(AG08624)

Whole-genome 

Amplification

(WGA) (Fig. 2)

Sequencing

(1) Nanopore MinION sequencer 
• Ligation Sequencing kit SQK-LSK109

• FLO-MIN106D

• generated 925 Mb of data, 201 469 bp of 

reads

(2) Illumina MiSeq genome sequencer
• MiSeq Reagent Kit Nano v2

• (2x300 cycles), paired-end reads

• Library: Nextera Library Prep Kit 

Assembly
• Initial base-calls and assembly 

with Canu v1.8[4]

Draft assembly statistics:

• 40 x coverage after error correction

• 2085 contigs

• N50 10,3 kb

Polishing with Nanopolish

pipeline
• Re-perform basecalling and 

indexing (Nanopolish v.0.10.1)[5] 

Polishing with Nanopolish pipeline
• Mapping into raw assembly (bwa mem v.0.7.17.)[6]

• Nanopolish to be corrected in chunks of 50kb

Polishing with Illumina
• Self-corrected assembly polished 

with Illumina reads

• Pilon (v 1.22)[7] and racon (v 1.4.3) 

[8]

Schematic overview of laboratory works and bioinformatic analyses used to 

sequence de novo dog Y chromosome (in progress).


